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Power Plant 7,000 HP I.D. Fan Motors

by:Todd Cochran

A coal fired customer’s generating station

Service Team pulled both 7,000 hp I.D. Fan

located outside of Sullivan Indiana, about

Motors. Washington Street Shop did the

45 minutes from Terre Haute, went on line

reconditions along with support from Horner

in 1982, operating two units producing 1080

Machining Services and Thermal Spray and

megawatts. Horner’s shop in Terre Haute

then Field Service reinstalled and aligned.

has been doing repair work for them since

These motors are big and heavy so we involve

before the plant was operational. They con-

a crane company for rigging.

A major wire manufacturer in

tinue to be a strong customer after almost

This spring we had our usual hurdles to jump

Lafayette, IN had us take a look

40 years.

including weather delays, working with and

at a 55” exhaust blower fan. The

Each year they shut down one unit for main-

around other contractors, coordinating trans-

tenance so motors come into our shops for

portation and crane service along with finding

repair and Horner’s field service divisions are

and correcting small issues that our guys

involved with removals and installations. Most

noticed during their time there.

motors are on a 5 year rotation for work so

With all involved divisions of Horner working

and returned it for installation. The

each outage depends on which motors are

together the end result was completion on time

company praises Horner for getting

on the outage list. In most cases, the outage

and a satisfied customer.

this unit back up and running!

length limits our “in-shop” time to a matter of

Horner: Hero in
Heatwave
by: Dennis Cardwell

fan was too fatigued to fix all the
cracks in it so it was removed by
MFS and delivered to our Fan
and Fab division. They salvaged
the hub and built a complete fan

days, not weeks. We handle everything possible in our Terre Haute shop and larger ones
go to Washington Street. We deal with motors
as small as 10 hp that operate lube oil boosters for the boilers up to fan motors rated at
7,000 HP and everything in between.
The past Spring, Horner’s Mechanical Field

Did You Know Troy
Elder (Fort Wayne)
Is a Foster Parent?
Troy and his wife have been
Fostering kids for 2 years now.
They currently have three children ages 4,7, and 11. Troy got

Mechanical Field Service: See the World
by: Ralph Coonce

involved in Foster Parenting
through a friend that works for

You have heard the phrase

“brown water” and wonderful

Rosebrock was sent out to look

the Department of Child Services.

“Join the Navy and see the

fragrance in the air.

at it.

There are so many children that

world”,

we may not quite

We do get into unusual situa-

issues, hydraulic leaks, and

need homes and not enough

offer the opportunity to see

tions and unique opportunities.

generally a poor design for

families to take them. Troy went

the world, but we do offer the

Have you heard of “Build-A-

this platform. We are now get-

through the licensing process,

opportunity to see how things

Bear”?

We got a call from

ting involved with helping them

which is not as complicated as

are made. (But we have sent

one of the stores, and the bear

make this work properly and

you think, but does take time for

a field service guy to Paris

stuffing machine was “growl-

safely.

classes in the evening and on the

France for a job.)

ing”. No, the bears were not

So it may not be seeing the

weekend. “With all kids there are

Of course we are in the entire

growling, but the machine was.

world, but we did see up close

some challenges like for instance

customer base of Horner, we

Rusty Syrus was sent out there,

and personal a space capsule

homework” he says. “We are defi-

are in the steel and aluminum

and he was able to repair the

that DID see the world, from a

nitely making a positive impact

plants, the food processing

machine, so that the machine

very unique perspective.

on these childrens’ lives.” There

facilities, and the waste water

no longer growled when it was

is a tremendous need for more

plants.

stuffing the bear bodies. Not

people to help out fostering kids.

If you wanted to see how cars

the usual field service work,

You can also Foster part time, it’s

are made, how they grow the

but it was completed, they paid

called Respite Care. Sometimes

healthy “germs/bugs” used in

their bill, and it was air condi-

there is a need for temporary

pharmaceuticals, or how they

tioned and clean.

care (a few days), which enables

make the patties that White

can a field service guy ask for!

Child Services to find a full time

Castle serves in their sliders,

Another recent odd call was

Foster Family to place the chil-

we are the place to be. Maybe

from the Indianapolis Children’s

dren with. If anyone is interested

steel I-Beams and aluminum

Museum. They have a 14 foot

in Fostering call Troy Elder at the

foil? We have you covered.

diameter round platform as a

Fort Wayne shop. He is happy to

But if you are on the eas-

part of an Apollo space cap-

talk with you and answer ques-

ily queasy side, you may want

sule display, that is supposed

tions if you feel its on your heart

to stay away from the animal

to raise and lower, as well as

to Foster.

rendering facilities, the waste

rotate. We got the call due to

water plants with all of the

the fact it quit rotating. Mark

Mark found electrical

What else
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Meet Mark Tribby:
Guitar Builder, Band
Player, and EFS Tech
Mark Tribby, 29 year Electrical

1500HP Aggregate Mill Motor

Field Service Tech, is known for his

by: Joe Oliver

A large aggregate compa-

the rotor had failed in the slot,

it was one of the best looking

ny in Southern Indiana that

even though the stator passed

windings they had ever seen.

Horner Industrial has serviced

all tests the customer made the

That is quite the compliment

for years contacted Horner

decision to wind it as well just

when it comes from people

as they had a 1,500 HP 180

due to the age.

within our industry that know

rpm Open Frame AC Wound

Both the stator and rotor were

what to look for. Thank you to

Rotor/Synchronous

motor

burnt and stripped taking extra

all involved in both the rotor

that needed to be removed,

care in recording the winding

and stator winding process.

rewound, and reinstalled. This

data, especially for the rotor,

This opportunity truly was a

motor was manufactured in the

as this rotor is made up of a

team effort amongst both EFS

1950’s and it was one heavy

single winding used for both

and MFS Field Service Teams,

piece of iron. (42,000lbs) Once

the AC wound rotor and the

the Washington Street Shop

it was removed, transporting it

DC synchronous rotor. This is

Team and our Logistics Team.

posed a challenge to Horner’s

a very rare design and we had

Congratulations to all on a job

Logistics Department as it had

to ensure everything went back

well done.

to be transported on a special

as originally designed. This

“low-boy” semi-trailer due to

task was assigned to Keith

its size. We had to make sure

Pelley. Keith was pretty much

that it would pass under all

dedicated to this job for several

the overpasses on I-65 from

months to ensure a successful

Louisville to Indianapolis.

result. The rest of the winding

Horner Industrial’s Field Service

department concentrated on

Team removed the motor and

the stator and ensuring that

loaded it onto the trailer to be

all other winding jobs flowed

transported to Horner’s facility

through the shop.

on Washington Street. Once it

Due to the diameter of both the

arrived it was cleaned as it had

stator and the rotor it was nec-

years of concrete dust built up

essary to send both pieces out

in every crevice possible. Once

to another large shop for band-

cleaned, it was tested to deter-

ing and VPI treatment. When

mine the cause of failure. The

that shop received the unit’s,

results of the test revealed that

the comment was made that

skills in industrial controls, AC/DC
industrial drives, and synchonous
motors. But, did you know he builds
and plays guitars? Since 1958 when
he got his first guitar, he has bought
and made over 18 guitars. He says
he modifies them to make them
sound better or just builds them
himself. He builds the guitars out of
wood and his favorite wood to build
with is poplar. Mark also plays private parties and parks department
concerts in a Rock n Roll band. He’s
been playing in a band since he
was 14 years old. Some of his band
names include: Playboys Combo,
Jubal, and Knightsmen. Mark lives
on the NE side of Indy and is a
husband, father, and grandfather.
He has been with his wife Sue for
42 years and has 2 girls: Amanda
and Kristen. Their grandchildrens’
names are Lydia and Madalyn. Next
time you see Mark make sure to say
hi and ask him about his guitars!
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Large Wooden
Spools: What do
we do with them?
by: Randy Pittman

Loctite/Horner
Grow Relationship
by: Albert Anderson
Loctite recently held a regional
training session for their people
at the coatings facility. These
sessions are not only beneficial
to their people but ours as well.
Our guys get hands on training
working with the various coatings
they offer, along with the knowledge to go with it.
We are also working with them
on doing some testing of an antiskid coating for their Chicago
representatives. They are working on various prepping and
application methods to see what
is going to give them the best
coating performance.
The type of relationship we have
with the Loctite is very beneficial.
If we have questions they are
right there with answer. We have
even gone into a customers’
plant and done in house presentations and training so they know
what they are getting when we
apply Loctite coatings on their
parts.
This has become a very valuable
tool in our arsenal,and we keep
finding more uses for what they
offer all the time.

It was to my surprise that we

spools and after he told me

age. My wife and I looked at

actually provide donations on

about the rescue I was more

each other as our eyes grew

occasion to an Exotic Feline

than excited to do so. So on

big and she said “ WE MUST

Rescue Center. It is one of the

the way there I stopped by my

GO FASTER”. If you’re not

largest feline rescue locations

house and picked up my wife

familiar with Jurassic Park that

in the United States. Horner’s

Patricia. As we drove down

was a famous line when they

donation consists of the empty

a thin lane out in the woods

were escaping the T-Rex as

large wooden spools that large

we could not help but feel we

it chased them. If you’re inter-

lead cable comes on.

The

were in the movie Jurassic

ested in touring or donating,

donated spools are used some-

Park. As we stopped by the

visit their website www.exot-

times as cat perches or made

main entrance to ask where to

icfelinerescuecenter.org. Visit

into tables and sold to raise

deliver the spools we heard a

in the Spring or Fall as cats

money. Alan Horner recently

very loud and deep roar from

are out more due to the milder

asked if I would drop off the

a lion just hidden in the foli-

temperatures.

Our New Faces
Rick Lund
APG
Regional Sales
Manager

Paulo Pacheco
APG
Regional Sales
Manager

Mary Gehring
APG
SMT Tech

Joseph Coleman
Transformer
Winder

John Baumann
Sales Rep

Adam Smith
Field Service
Indy

Robert Faeo
Hydraulics
Admin

Gabe Mercuri
Field Service
Springfield

Richard Sledge
Coatings
Painter

Travis Wildridge
APG
Engineering Intern

Gino Pardini
Field Service
Indy

James Poindexter
APG
Customer Support
Tech

Walter Ireland
Fan and Fab
Product Engineer
Jamar Lee
Fan and Fab
Welder

Michael Pond
Motor Shop
Indy
Pedro Roque
Machinist
Indy

Jeffrey Staggs
APG
Lighting Production
Matt Young
APG
Hardware Engineer
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New Sales Rep
Hired for Terre
Haute/ SW IN
Territory

Prospecting Power Plants Success

by: Bert Serak

As most of you know Travis

In 2017, Horner Industrial

someone yell, “Hey Bert!”

It

mad at the current motor shop

Group’s marketing goal includ-

was Merrill leaving the plant.

he was using. We quoted the

ed new business in the power

He said he would make time

TECO 2400 hp motor repair.

generation market.

tomorrow to visit.

Schedule pickup during his fall

Natural

I returned

gas & coal fired power plants

and discussed the Carrollton

outage.

were targeted in the midwest.

Energy

Finally, motor #1 from a new

The power generation market-

startup schedule. He told me

power plant.

ing plan was started with cold

the company had several other

Chris called me to discuss a

calling at power plants. FYI,

plants in Ohio.

sister plant in southwestern PA

a guard at a power plant has

Chris was a maintenance man-

having a vibration problem on

instructions to give no names,

ager in Ironton who Merrill

the same type of motor.

phone

street

referred me to. I researched

contacted Jen at this power

address of the power plant pur-

the company and got the power

plant, scheduled an appoint-

chasing, maintenance or engi-

plant’s address.

FYI, on the

ment, inspected, quoted, and

neering.

Finally after many

internet, there was no power

scheduled 2200 hp TECO W

months, an opportunity sur-

plant phone numbers or email

motor pickup. Motor #2 order a

faced. I found a friend who was

addresses because of national

couple of weeks later. Finally,

the plant manager of an energy

security since 9/11. I plugged

a couple of new power plant

natural gas plant in Phoneix

the plant address in the iPhone

motors.

AZ that I did business with and

and drove there. Google Maps

story is, we sold LED lights

he moved to Ohio as the plant

directed me to a golf course

and repaired 2 cooling tower

manager of a gas power plant

haha. The power plant was on

200 hp motors, a 10 hp Ametek

under construction.

the other side of the mountain!

blower, a 40 hp NY blower, and

to the power plant, the guard

We talked for an hour.

a 150 hp water pump motor.

denied me entrance and would

said to come back next week

Thank you everyone for your

not give me a phone number

and we’ll discuss a circula-

support from quoting, getting

to contact Merrill. I described

tion water pump motor issue.

the customer setup, transpor-

Merrill’s appearance and his

Fortunately, I was involved in

tation, repair, and reports.

huge smile when he laughed.

rebuilding several TECO W

takes a real team effort from

The guard said, that’s Merrill,

2000 hp, 4 kv, 14 pole motors

everyone who touches the

but no phone number for you.

at former power plants and

order!

As I walked to my car, I hear

others in Arizona.

numbers,

or

I went

plant

construction/

He

Brown, Sales Rep for Terre Haute/
SW Indiana has moved on and a
replacement has been hired! Meet
Dan Kohl, 31 years sales experience in industrial products and
repair. Dan is from Evansville and
now currently lives in Fort Branch,

2 weeks later,

Indiana. Dan loves sales because
he gets to meet new and different
people everyday and loves to see
how things work in industry. He

I

graduated from the University of
Evansville with a major in business. He played baseball his
whole life through college and continued to play softball into his 50’s.
He has coached American legion
ball, and high school baseball.
Dan is married to his wife Paula of

And the rest of the

32 years and they have 3 children
and 2 grandchildren (with one on
the way!)
Dan will help the Terre Haute
branch with its current customer
base and prospect from Terre
haute to the Tennessee line. We
are excited to have Dan come on
board, say hi next time you see

It

him come to your location.

He was
5

Meet (Sergeant)
Tyrus Demerath
Tyrus

is

the

newest

mem-

ber to the Inside Sales team
in Indianapolis, but did you

Horner Fan Engineering

by: Joshua Work

know he is also in the Airforce

Ever wonder what we do

made. From here we can then

try. An artist will come to us

Reserves as Sergeant in Aircraft

over here at Horner Fan and

use the 3-D models to digitally

with a proposed concept and

Fabrication Engineering? A lot

assemble complex designs

ask us to help them achieve

of what we do in Engineering

and create drawings for the

it through fabrication. Usually

is directly related to the shop.

shop. Using these techniques,

this involves some type of laser

maintenance

Let me give you a common

we can do various other proj-

work and forming to get the

school) in Texas. He recently

example: A job ticket is given to

ects as well.

piece started, then the artist

deployed to Turkey along the

us and all it says is “Fabricate

Although its less common,

will take over from there focus-

Syrian Border in the Winter of

parts per the customer draw-

another type of job that we

ing on the details to get the

2017-2018 and worked on air-

ing”. Enclosed there will be a

receive

engineering

piece perfect. These prove to

physical copy of the drawing

only jobs. Things like taking

be some of the more difficult

that has the important dimen-

a customer’s existing, out-

yet most rewarding types of

sions but lacks any clarity or

dated drawing set and updat-

jobs. Often it can take a few

old. Scraper, backroom (cleaned

details that the shop will need

ing everything to reflect what

meetings to discuss ideas on

parts, sandblasting, dipping and

to complete the project. Often

they currently have in use. Or

how to achieve different goals

baking), truck driver for the shop,

this drawing is nothing more

going on site to take field mea-

with a lot of back and forth in

night shift shipping and receiv-

than some scribbles on a fold-

surements and using them to

the meantime. However, when

ing, and shutdown/field service

ed piece of paper. Engineering

design whatever the customer

the job is complete there is a

will take that difficult to read

needs. Even taking unofficial

very tangible and cool looking

sketch and turn it into concise

crudely drawn sketches and

product that many people get

drawings that have all the nec-

turning them into full produc-

to enjoy.

essary information for the shop

tion drawings. We can use the

to complete the job. We do this

customer’s drawing standards

using a computer aided draw-

to make sure everything is up

ing program called Inventor,

to the specifications they have

which allows us to create 3

in place.

dimensional

representations

One type of job that we sel-

of the parts that need to be

dom get is in the art indus-

Maintenance? He joined in 2014
and his homebase is Grissom
AirForce Base in Indiana. He
completed basic training and
Tech

(aircraft

craft.
Tyrus has held many Horner
jobs since starting at Horner in
2012 when he was 18 years

helper.
Tyrus lives in Martinsville with his
girlfriend Carrie where they are
starting to plan their life together.

are
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Marine Field Service Work

by: Mike Harper

The first week of July is always the busiest

views us either as a hero or a zero.

a floating conveyor system to reach the

week for our field service group. As luck

We found the source of the leak in a for-

dredge in the middle of the lake. A plant

would have it, I received a call from two

ward compartment, under the kitchen area.

employee was injured by an arc flash from

customers for field service work – on the

There was a 20’ long hydraulic hose that

a cover on a reactor. This reactor had a

water.

had rubbed against some angle iron caus-

home-made cover made of expanded steel

Service Call #1:

ing it to spring a leak. Gabe removed the

mesh that was too close to the voltage

I consulted with Rich Streitmarter, Ralph

hose and we were off to find a local shop

potential. The employee was burned by the

Coonce and Jim Delawder and of course,

that could build a duplicate hose with the

arc flash and required hospitalization and

our field service resources were tapped

proper fittings. We found such a shop and

skin grafts. This is a reminder of the dan-

out. Jim offered to pull a new field tech,

they came through with a new fabricated

gers of industrial equipment and why our

Gabe Mercuri, from a job if I could assist

hose that duplicated the old one perfectly.

field service techs need to be extra cau-

him as Gabe has only been with us for

Gabe installed the new hose and secured

tious as they are exposed to a variety of

about a month. The good news was that

it above the angle iron structure to prevent

potential hazards on every jobsite. A new

Gabe has a lot of mechanical and hydrau-

future failure of the hose. He then asked

cover was fabricated with sufficient free air

lic experience from his Army training and

the captain to operate the rudder as he

space for the voltage potential.

forklift repair background. The captain of

bled the air from the hydraulic system. We

Two service calls on the water in one day,

a riverboat called me at 5 PM, the after-

completed the service call at 11:00 AM,

is somewhat coincidence, but it was an

noon prior from down on the Ohio River,

one hour prior to the lunch cruise – kudos

interesting day. You never know what you

with concern that he had lost 20 gallons of

to Gabe for his tenacity. The customer was

will encounter on a field service call and

hydraulic oil from a power unit that controls

very happy with our rapid response to his

that is what I always enjoyed about work-

the rudder on the River Queen boat – and

request for service so that placed us in the

ing in the field.

that they could not find the missing oil. He

hero category!

also added that the boat was booked solid

Service Call #2:

with paying passengers from noon Friday,

While we were racing the clock on service

straight through the weekend. On the trip

call #1, the plant manager of a local sand

down there, I explained the gravity of the

and gravel company called with a request

situation to Gabe. And that we would have

to stop by his facility to help him investi-

about 4 hours to locate the source of the

gate an accident that had happened on a

leak and fix it. I also mentioned that in field

floating dredge rig on the gravel pit lake.

service, at the end of the day our customer

We had to walk several thousand feet on
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Transformer Gains
New Employee and
Looks to the Future
The Transformer Department

The Rich History of the Springfield Division

employs some of our most expe-

by: Mike Harper

rienced mechanics, each transformer is different which requires
high skills in problem solving
and experience. Transformer
is excited to announce its first
employee hire since the aquistion of Scherer in 2003. Meet
Joe Coleman who has 18+
years in speciality electrical
transformers. Joe found himself
in this industry while in college
where he was doing summer
help at Square D. His love for
physics and electrical work
pushed him to develop his skills.
A self proclaimed “nerd” as he
says, he loves to find out how
things work, especially electrical.
That explains why he has an
electric car parked in the parking
lot at Transformer. On a personal level he has moved back
to Indianapolis to be with family
and enjoys photography and
outdoor activities like kayaking.

The roots of the Springfield

Sarasota. Both of these motor

equipment. During this time, we

division go back to 1932 when

shops are still in operation

hired one of Red Mader’s sons,

Robert M. Mader established

today.

Dave Mader, to work in our winding

Springfield Armature Works,

Scherer Electric from Indianapolis

department.

at 110 N. Jackson Street, in

IN, purchased Springfield Armature

In November, 2003, Horner Electric

Springfield OH, to service all

Works in 1980. I started work at

Inc. in Indianapolis IN acquired the

types of electric motors. Three

the W. Main St. location in 1984,

assets of Scherer Industrial Group,

of Robert Mader’s sons, who

when they were hiring employees

Inc. The Springfield division was

were employees of the busi-

in preparation for the move to

part of this acquisition so we have

ness, were in the armed ser-

a new facility at 5330 Prosperity

been part of Horner family of busi-

vices during WWII. After the

Drive, Springfield OH. When we

nesses known as Horner Industrial

dark days of the war, all three

were moving the power supply

Group, Inc., for 15 years, now.

sons came home to help grow

out of the old shop, I found an old

the business.

yellowed newspaper clipping from

In 1955, one of Robert Mader’s

1955, announcing the move to W.

sons, Ronald “Red” Mader,

Main St. location – and somehow,

acquired the business and

I had the good sense to make a

moved it to a larger location

copy of the fragile clipping.

at 1512-14 W. Main Street,

Shortly after the move to Prosperity

in Springfield OH. The move

Drive in January 1985, it became

was necessary to accommo-

apparent that we had more busi-

date the servicing of a higher

ness than the new building could

volume of industrial equipment.

accommodate. It was during this

$10,000 was spent to modern-

time that I first met Red Mader

ize and improve the building

when he stopped by for a tour of

and equipment (that was a lot

our new shop. In the fall of 1989,

of money in 1955).

we knocked out the east wall and

Red Mader sold the business

expanded the shop, doubling the

and moved to Florida where

shop floor space to about 30,000

he

and his son established

sq. ft. In addition to the expansion,

two motor shops – one in Fort

larger equipment was installed to

Myers (his son) and one in

allow us to service larger customer
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Things Are Not
Always As They
Appear
By: Nelson Baxter

Springfield History Continued....

Three pumps sat beside one
another on a concrete foun-

With the continued support

when he spoke. He was a

That is quite a legacy to leave

of the Horner corporate team

pioneer in the motor business,

and the world is a better place

as well as the local team at

starting up three motors shops

thanks to Red.

Springfield, we have been

that are still in business today.

dation.

Two of the motors

on the pumps operated with
low levels of vibration. The
third motor had high levels
of 120Hz vibration. As with

blessed with a successful busi-

the previous case, when the

ness division.

good motors were put in the

Ronald “Red” Mader passed

third location, the 120 HZ

away on July 18, 2018, at the

vibration was high. A reso-

age of 95. He will be missed

nance test was performed

by all who knew him. Last year,

and it was discovered that

Red paid us a visit for his last

where the vibration levels

shop tour. Dave Mader drove

were high that the founda-

him to our shop and assisted

tion had a 120Hz vertical

him on the tour. Red chatted

resonance that was not

with the employees and was

present under the other two

just as I remembered him. He

motors. When the founda-

still had that twinkle in his eye

tion under the bad location

and he commanded respect

was jack hammered out,
it was discovered that the
reinforcing bar had not been
welded as designed.
The last case shows that
even though things may
appear

the

same

from

the outside there can be
unseen problems that can
affect either the process or
the dynamic tuning.

Red Mader & Dave Mader
(Winder Springfield) and
Michelle Mader
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Thinking Outside The Box In
Louisville
by: Terry Thorne

A Louisville customer recently brought in a

Combining the efforts of the Louisville

adjust the coupling between the pump and

60 hp integral vertical motor pump assem-

team, Charlie Mings, Derek Phelps, Joe

the motor.

bly where the motor was water-cooled.

Dupont and Gus Bezy along with our

The end result was that the redesigned

The circulation tubes running through the

Thermal Spray and Coatings Team of Jim

pump that was delivered to our customer

stator had clogged with lime buildup caus-

Kennedy and Ben West we were able to

is a product that will offer them years of

ing the motor to overheat which resulted

come up with a viable solution that used

trouble-free operation. If the motor should

in the motor windings being burned to a

off-the-shelf products including a standard

fail in the future they would now be able to

crisp. The customer came in to witness the

TEFC style motor with a C-Face. We were

purchase a standard off-the-shelf motor,

teardown and to discuss options to prevent

able to re-use the original pump shaft and

(hopefully from us), that will get them back

future unplanned downtime, as this had

impeller after they were both restored by

up and running in a minimal amount of

happened numerous times before. As it

our Thermal Spray and Coatings group.

time, not to mention the fact that the impel-

turns out the customer has four of these

The pump frame had to be modified with

ler has been Thermal Sprayed and coated

same pumps in remote locations without

a special made flange that would bolt up

with Loctite so that won’t be coming out

monitoring devices so there’s no way for

to the motor and the matching flange had

anytime soon as well.

them to tell when the water stops flowing

to be manufactured for the motor to bolt

We’re now waiting for the customer to

through the motor causing it to fail until it

up to the pump frame. We supplied an

remove the other three units so we are

fails and their customers aren’t getting the

off-the-shelf standard flanged coupling and

able to make the same modifications to

water they’re expecting to have when they

created access windows with guards in the

them. This is what being a solutions pro-

turn on a faucet.

pump frame to be able to tighten and/or

vider is all about.

What is a Servo Motor?
A Servo Motor is a slave or responds to instructions

modulated) speed controls.

from devices external to the motor. Servo begin-

In the 90’s, brushless drives and digital control

nings started during the second World War. They

pulled together the motor, drive, and the computer

were first applied to navel steering and gun control.

for accuracy and speed further automating the

Motor generator designs such as the amplidyne

manufacturing process. A Servo system is any sys-

(GE) and the rototrol (Westinghouse) were some

tem that has one or more closed loops. The closed

of the original systems referred to as servo sys-

loop consists of a command, an error output, a

loops. These could be for such things as x,y,z axis,

tems. Industrial applications soon followed in the

device to correct the error, and a feedback signal to

speeds, rate, etc.

1950’s and 1960’s in Steel, Mining, and General

indicate command compliance. The command can

Servo motors are found in everyday items like

Manufacturing. In the 70’s and 80’s came silicon

be for rate, position, direction, acceleration, etc.

power windows, airplanes, CNC equipment, radio

controlled rectifier controlled drives and variable

with feedback loops for each of these. It can consist

controls cars, and robots just to name a few.

frequency and PWM (pulse width

of a single control loop or it can contain multiple
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Why ELAP

by: Tom Berkopes

Kelly Russell and I recently attended a Medical Insurance Forum

Here is a simple timeline that shows how repriced claims move

sponsored by ELAP. In attendance were several local employers

thru the system.

who also have hired ELAP to attack the egregious increases in

• A Horner employee or dependent uses a facility and incurs an

medical insurance cost. If you will recall, ELAP is the firm that

expense to the Horner Plan. The bill is forwarded to ELAP. The

Horner uses to reprice our Medical Insurance Facility claims as

only expense you are responsible for is your Facility copay of up

they are submitted to be paid. They take each claim and start by

to $500. Everything else is covered by the Plan.

repricing those claims based on what that facility shows are their

• ELAP compares the billed charges to the “Allowable Claim

actual costs to provide that service, rather than taking a discount

Limits” for that procedure and pays the lower amount.

off what was billed. Since at times a hospital can mark up their

• 80% of the claims stop right there and no balance bill invoice is

services by 500% or more, obviously working from cost up versus

sent to the Horner employee

billed charges down is going to yield a better outcome.

• For the other 20%, a Balance Bill invoice is sent to the employee

ELAP

pays a facility the higher of the Facility Cost + 12% or the Medicare

asking for payment in full or disputing the outcome.

rate for that service + 20%. That process is referred to as refer-

• This is the critical step in the process…At the first sign of a

ence based pricing. ELAP has pioneered pairing that new pricing

Balance Bill, the employee needs to immediately engage ELAP,

model with legal support that knows the ERISA law and the various

letting them know they have been billed

rules associated with the Fair Debt Collections Practices Act.

• ELAP engages on your behalf and explains the payment dispute

One of the main purposes of the Forum was to discuss in more

process, and informs either the facility or the debt collector that

detail how ELAP defends our employees once a facility balance-

you are represented by an attorney. At this point, legally, they are

bills an employee and possibly putting the claim into collection or a

required to stop harassing you. In practice, that doesn’t always

credit impairment. To show you what a problem that has become

happen and the process may take several months. Constant com-

in America, ELAP cited a statistic that 43 million Americans have

munications between our employees and ELAP is key.

medical debt on their credit reports. What ELAP’s attorneys are

• In some more drastic cases, the debt collector or the Facility

trying to accomplish is to keep Horner’s employee’s out of credit

dings your credit. ELAP has no way of knowing that, so occasion-

impairment or to get them removed as quickly as possible. As of

ally viewing your credit report from one of the three main credit

today, our Plan has a total of 450 persons enrolled (employees and

bureaus’ is always a good idea. If you see medical debt on your

dependents), and nearly 58% have had at least one claim repriced

credit report, send the info to ELAP immediately.

thru ELAP since we adopted this model in May 2015, so most of

• ELAP uses all resources at its disposal at this stage to get these

you have had a taste of how the process works.

removed, including threats of litigation.

Let’s start with one of the best defenses when fighting against

Since May 2015, ELAP has been engaged with about 450 balance

debt collectors….A Federal Law called The Fair Debt Collection

bills from our employees. Of those, about 100 are still open, with

Practices Act (FDCPA). Enacted in 1977, the Law sets out the

50 in collection. Over this same time period, we have had 5 claims

rules that debt collectors must follow when attempting to collect

reach the credit impairment stage, with only 2 currently open, and

any kind of debt, including Medical Debts. Without going into all

ELAP is working on clearing those two up.

the details of the law, in practice it prevents debt collectors from:

The market place for medical insurance is constantly in a state

• Harassing consumers by phone or at their place of work

of flux. We adopted this model over three years ago because

• Prevents them from contacting a consumer once they are repre-

we considered it to be the best idea to come along in some time.

sented by an attorney (this is a key point)

While we understand the process can be disruptive at times, it has

• The collector must “prove” the debts are legitimate (another key point)

saved our employees and their families as well as the Horner Plan

So now let’s go into how ELAP uses the FDCPA to our advantage.

a considerable amount of money.
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Things We Have In
Common: Pets

Troy Elder
Ft Wayne
Bella

John Rooks
Springfield
Blondie

Rusty Syrus
MFS
K.O.

Joe Motz
Sales
Molly

Charles Sifer
MFS

Ashley Eddelman
Coatings
Chuck & Angus

Heidi Randall
Fan and Fab
Bugsy

Randy Ray
APG
Pete

Taylor Mullin
Indy
Maia

Tiffany Strange
APG
Rider

John Baumann
Sales
Judy

Rick Collins
EFS
Candice

Dennis Gaddis
Servo
Rosie

Mike Harper
Springfield
Duke & PupPup

Tyler Sheller
APG
Bruno

Tom Wagner
Indy
Skyy and Rex

Scott Inman
Logistics
Chance

Mike Harper
Springfield
Charley (colt)

Michael Moyer
Safety
Bertha

Josh Work
Fan and Fab
Nora

Sandra Pruitt
Indy
Cain

Cody House
Fan and Fab
Mia

Zach Hanger
Indy
Chevy

Gina Tuttle
Indy
Rocky

David Ross
Coatings
Suki, Bonnie,
and Lucas

Nathan Anderson
Fan and Fab
Bees

Bert Serak
Sales
Ozzy

Karen Childs
Indy
Mandy

Matt Phelps
Fan and Fab
Sheba
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Enlightening the
Realm of Automation
While Automating the
World of Lighting
by: Tyler Sheller

Horner APG has some exciting news –

opportunity to identify opportunities for

in the market, our newly unified APG

Horner Automation and Horner Lighting

integrating their division’s specific solu-

sales team is in the process of educating

sales teams will now be joining forces

tions: either Automation or Lighting. Now,

each other about the benefits, features,

to simultaneously represent both groups.

with the joining of the two teams into one

and advantages of all our product lines.

Historically, each division was made up of

unified force, each member of the sales

Through a combined sales effort, Horner

separate sales managers, each covering

team is fully equipped to recommend

APG is covering more territory than ever

their own (sometimes overlapping) territo-

BOTH Automation and Lighting, creating

before, reaching new audiences for both

ries, and highlighting their own division’s

a comprehensive, competitive partner for

groups, and getting ready to set new

product lines.

our valued clients.

trends as the leader in the realms of indus-

With each sales call or visit to a customer’s

After completing an in-depth strategic

trial automation controls and LED lighting.

facility, the sales managers have had

sales meeting to forge our path forward

Hallett University: AC Power

by: Craig Hallett

There is a common device that transforms

alternates between positive and negative

a higher voltage into a lower voltage or

60 times per second here in the USA.

vice versa. You, more than likely, have one

Who cares right? We all should, otherwise

outside of your house unless you’re living

that transformer just outside your house

on solar power. This is a transformer and

wouldn’t work and you wouldn’t have any

we’ll discuss further in a moment.

electric power. You couldn’t make toast,

In the last session we learned electrical

run your washer, dryer, power your refrig-

coils, when powered with DC, wrapped

erator or your lamp. Your kids couldn’t

around steel create a magnet. Conversely,

play their X-Box or charge the iPhone you

oscillating a magnet within a coil will pro-

bought them.

green ugly box in your yard… don’t com-

duce AC.

This alternating between positive and neg-

plain. The next time you’re aggravated

The founding members of AC/DC are

ative was engineered on purpose. Without

about the refrigerator or dishwasher mak-

Nikola Tesla and Thomas Edison. Tesla

it we can’t get the flux field to move and

ing too much noise, just know the people

knew AC Power was the future. Edison

without a moving flux field we cannot gen-

from the World’s Fair are looking down at

thought DC Power would power America.

erate electricity. Without the moving flux

you saying “you complacent idiots”.

Obviously Tesla won this argument when

field motors wouldn’t turn and transform-

he lit the Chicago World’s Fair with AC

ers wouldn’t work. Also without it many,

Power in 1893.

many other electrical components would

So, what is AC electrical power? AC is an

not work.

acronym for Alternating Current. AC power

So, the next time you mow around that
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Temperature Danger

by: Michael Moyer

Occasionally we have a safety topic that

Symptoms are similar to those of the flu

armpits or groin

applies as much to your home life as it

and can include severe thirst, fatigue,

•Do not give aspirin or acetaminophen

does at work. Summer is here and with it

headache, nausea, vomiting and, some-

•Do not give the victim anything to

come days of extreme heat. We have all

times, diarrhea. Other symptoms include

drink

experienced some form of heat injury or

profuse sweating, clammy or pale skin,

illness like a sunburn. However, are you

dizziness, rapid pulse and slightly elevated

If you are outdoors in the heat remember

aware of how dangerous extreme heat can

body temperature.

these tips to help yourself from being

actually be? In 2014, 244 people died in

•Move to a shaded or air-conditioned area

greatly affected by the heat; drink more

the U.S. from exposure to excessive heat.

•Give water or other cool, nonalcoholic

liquid than you think you need and avoid

It is critical to understand the three differ-

beverages

alcohol, wear loose lightweight clothing

ent levels of heat related illness and what

•Apply wet towels or take a cool shower

and a hat, replace salt lost from sweat-

symptoms to look for: Heat Cramps, Heat

ing by drinking fruit juice or sports drinks,
Heatstroke can occur when the ability to

avoid spending time outdoors during the

sweat fails and body temperature rises

hottest part of the day, from 11 a.m. to 3

Heat Cramps are muscle spasms that

quickly. The brain and vital organs are

p.m., wear sunscreen; sunburn affects the

usually affect the legs or abdominal mus-

effectively “cooked” as body temperature

body’s ability to cool itself, pace yourself

cles, often after physical activity. Excessive

rises to a dangerous level in a matter of

when you run or otherwise exert your

sweating reduces salt levels in the body,

minutes. Heatstroke is often fatal, and

body.

which can result in heat cramps.

those who do survive may have permanent

Workers or athletes with pain or spasms

damage to their organs. Someone experi-

in the abdomen, arms or legs should not

encing heatstroke will have extremely hot

return to work immediately. Instead:

skin, and an altered mental state, ranging

•Sit or lie down in the shade.

from slight confusion to coma. Seizures

•Drink cool water or a sports drink.

also can result. Ridding the body of excess

•Stretch affected muscles.

heat is crucial for survival.

•Seek medical attention if you have heart

•Move the person into a half-sitting posi-

problems or if the cramps do not get better

tion in the shade

in an hour.

•Call for emergency medical help imme-

Exhaustion, and Heat Stroke.

diately
Heat Exhaustion results when the body

•If humidity is below 75%, spray the vic-

loses an excessive amount of salt and

tim with water and fan them vigorously; if

water.

humidity is above 75% apply ice to neck,
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Clay Mixer Project
By: Jeff Wilson
A manufacturerer of clay products was having problems with
a clay mixer in their facility. The

Fire Damage On Bakery Equipment

mixer mixes up a formula and

by:Albert Anderson

consistency of clay to make products. Mechanical Field Service

Summer is in full swing, and the

due to either fire damage or rust

this turned around and out the door.

removed the mixer and had it

work coming through the door is

caused by all the water put on

Good Job Team!

brought to Machining Services

as hot as the temperature outside.

the fire. Most of the parts were

where it was dimantled. The failure

This is especially true for one of

large and heavy so it took a couple

caused shaft and housing dam-

our customers. A large bakery

people to maneuver them and help

age as well as hydraulic cylinder

equipment manufacturer recently

hang the parts so they could be

damage. The cylinder was sent

contacted us with a job. The unit

wheeled around while the paint was

to our Cinciannati Hydraulic divi-

they needed to coat was sitting at

drying. At some point everyone in

sion to have new seals put on

another vendor. This vendor had

the shop had their hands on this

and was reconditioned. At Horner

suffered a catastrophic fire with the

job. Under normal conditions this

Machining Services they worked

customer’s equipment inside. Once

would have been no big deal, but

on machining the gears and repair-

they were able to retrieve the unit

the customer had a delivery date

ing the housing fits and the compo-

it was brought to our shop, and we

that had to be met so we had a short

nents that went with it. Mechanical

immediately began working on it.

time frame to do this in. Everyone

Field Service installed it back into

Everything had to be sandblasted

involved did a fantastic job getting

production and we had a very
happy customer, one who praised

Brain Teaser

us for our large catalog of industrial

This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard

A truck drove into a village and met 4

Answer to last quarters Brain Teaser:There are 3

cars. How many vehicles were going to

doors, each door is a way to die. First door has

the village?

fire and lava, second door has lions that have

services.

not eaten in 5 years, and the third door is a 100ft.
drop into alligators. Which door would you likely
survive?
A: Door 2 Lions that have not ate in 5 years are

Three days to give me your answer. The

dead!

right answers will go into a drawing for

Last quarters winners:

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

$50 in Giftcards: Tom Rupe, Machining Services

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for all

$25 Giftcard: Bob Faeo, Cincinnati

locations to receive before drawing.

Horner Goodie Bag: Nizam Khatri, APG

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Horner Goodie Bag: Tonda Madden, Indianapolis
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Todd Cochran’s
(Indy) new granddaughter Charlotte

Marty Sphatt’s
(Machining Services)
daughter Samantha
got married

HORNER INSIDER

Janet Kenyon’s
(APG) new granddaughter Naomi

Tracy Brown (Fan
and Fab) with wife
Jody celebrating 35
years!

ISSUE 17

John
Baumann’s
(Cincinnati)
wife and
daughter

Mark Rosebrock’s
(MFS) daughter graduated from Pharmacy
School @ Butler

Tony Lawless’s
(Indy) Granddaughters dance recital

David Coonce
(Indy) and his family in Colorado

Dennis Gaddis’s (Servo) daughter Roxanna and son Cody’s graduations

Scott Synder’s (Indy)
son graduated high
school

Bill Roper (OH) with
wife Norma Jean at
the Temple Mount
Israel

Mike Moyer with
girlfriend Julia fishing in the Gulf

Phil Horner (APG) with Mary Horner
and the Horner Family

SUMMER 2018

Jeff
Sander’s
(Springfield)
son Cayden
loves his
neighbors
Harley

Horner Employees In Action

Mike Smith’s
(MFS) son is on
the race team
as a pit crew
mechanic ....they
recently won the
6 hour race at
Watkins Glen

Joe Oliver‘s
(EFS
Manager)
grandsons
Chase and
Kai

